3A: DIY Nature Mobile

Give all those treasures you find on your hikes a proper showcase.

What you’ll need

- Large branch
- Nature objects (leaves, pinecones, stones, etc.)
- Yarn or colorful string
- Tape or glue

Instructions to make a Nature Mobile

1. Look for a fallen twig, stick or small branch from a shrub or tree sturdy enough to hold weight of several natural materials.
2. Anchor the twig, stick or small branch in the ground, in potting soil or set aside.
3. Search for leaves, pinecones, stones, feathers, and other items found in nature safe to touch, pick up and handle.
4. Using yarn or colorful string, tie the nature materials to the yarn leaving at least 6 inches to tie or attach to the branch.
5. Now tie, tape or glue the yarn or colorful string with the found leaves, pinecones, stones, and such the branch, stick or twig.

Note: After you’re done creating, if the materials cannot be kept, you can return the items to the wild and reuse the string or bring the mobile back home as a souvenir.